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Abstract—A number of determinants predict the adoption 

of Information Systems (IS) security innovations. 

Amongst, perceived vulnerability of IS security threats 

has been examined in a number of past explorations. In 

this research, we examined the processes pursued in 

analysing the relationship between perceived 

vulnerability of IS security threats and the adoption of IS 

security innovations. The study uses Systematic 

Literature Review (SLR) method to evaluate the practice 

involved in examining perceived vulnerability on IS 

security innovation adoption. The SLR findings revealed 

the appropriateness of the existing empirical 

investigations of the relationship between perceived 

vulnerability of IS security threats on IS security 

innovation adoption. Furthermore, the SLR results 

confirmed that individuals who perceives vulnerable to an 

IS security threat are more likely to engage in the 

adoption an IS security innovation. In addition, the study 

validates the past studies on the relationship between 

perceived vulnerability and IS security innovation 

adoption. 

 
Index Terms—Perceived Vulnerability, Information 

Systems Security, Innovation Adoption Behaviour, 

Protection Motivation Theory, Systematic Literature 

Review. 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Information System (IS) assets (information and 

computer resources) are at risk from a variety of threats, 

including virus, worms, Trojans, spyware, scare-ware, 

crime-ware, key-loggers, DDoS, pharming, phishing, etc. 

[4, 6]. Such attacks commonly referred to as ‘IS security 

threats’ are mainly intended to improperly disclose, 

modify or delete sensitive information and maliciously 

destruct and destroy computer resources [19].  

Measures taken to thwart IS security threats include the 

installation of anti-phishing, anti-virus and anti-spyware 

software, setting up firewalls, maintaining and restricting 

access controls, using intrusion detection and prevention 

systems and by putting in encryption and content filtering 

software [28, 33]. These measures offer a technological 

or technical solution to the problem, but by no means 

reasonable to efficiently safeguard IS security threats 

completely [4, 26 47]. So as to endure with increased 

threats and to effectively protect IS assets, non-technical 

solutions such IS security policies have likewise been 

employed [46]. Research has established the view that 

organisations and individuals who opt for technical as 

well as non-technical measures to protect their IS assets 

are more likely to attain success in safeguarding IS 

resources [47]. Such technical and non-technical IS 

security measures may collectively referred as ‘IS 

security innovations.’ 

Given that the security attacks are increasingly 

widespread and more organized than ever, it is important 

that the user be conscious about the vulnerabilities of the 

threats. IS security research use fear appeal to understand 

and administer IS security threats [26, 28]. A fear appeal 

is a persuasive message that attempts to arouse fear in 

order to divert behaviour through the threat of impending 

danger [49]. Fear appeal presents the potential risk, 

instructs the vulnerability to the risk, and then suggests 

the protective action. Founded on fear appeal concepts, 

Rogers [42] introduced a cognitive framework that 

predicts individual protective behaviour known as 

Protection Motivation Theory (PMT).  

Although PMT was originally developed to explain the 

effects of fear appeals on health behaviours, PMT has 

often been used as the basis for many studies related to IS 

security [3, 26, 54, 56]. IS security literature exploited a 

number of other social cognitive theories including the 

Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) by Fishbein and 

Ajzen [17] and the Theory of Planned Behaviour by 

Ajzen [1] to assess individual ability to prevent IS 

security threats. Among the various theories used in 
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investigating IS security adoption behavioural research, 

PMT has been the most extensively used model. 

Anderson and Agarwal [3] suggest that PMT offers 

insights into the influence of various behaviours in IS 

security adoption. PMT’s threat appraisal process 

evaluates the behaviour that prevents risks by cognitive 

traits that consists of perceived vulnerability and 

perceived severity of the threat. Perceived vulnerability is 

the individual's judgment regarding the likelihood that the 

threat would occur and perceived severity depicts the 

seriousness of the threat.  

This research makes three main contributions to theory 

and practice. First, using a review of IS security literature, 

the research verifies the plausibility of the existing 

research on perceived vulnerability of IS threat on the 

adoption behaviour of IS security innovations. Secondly, 

the analysis carried out verifies the significance of 

examining the effect of perceived vulnerability on IS 

security adoption behaviour. Finally, the study approves 

the influence of perceived vulnerability of IS security 

threat for IS security adoption behaviour. We know to our 

cost this is the first attempt that attempts to review past 

literature that examine the relationship between perceived 

vulnerability of IS security threat on the adoption 

behaviour of IS security innovations. 

The organisation of the remainder of this paper as 

follows. The ‘Theoretical Background’ section illustrates 

the basics of perceived vulnerability relating to IS 

security innovation adoption. In the subsequent section 

‘Research Questions’, we presented four research 

questions for the study. The ‘Research Methodology’ 

section briefly discusses the method employed to 

examine the influence of the relationship between 

perceived vulnerability of IS security threat and IS 

security innovation adoption. In the following section, we 

presented the result obtained from the data analysis. The 

findings of the study were then clarified in the Discussion 

section. Finally, the conclusions were outlined with 

possible limitations of the study. 

 

II.  RELATED WORKS 

The focus of IS security is to protect and safeguard 

organization’s IS assets from vulnerabilities [2]. The 

main challenge for organization’s IS security is to protect 

unauthorized access of information sources [16] and to 

defend computer resources against malicious attacks. In 

the context of IS security, individuals within that 

organisation are likely to feel some effects if an 

organisation experiences IS security threat. Furthermore, 

it is practical to assume that an individual who perceives 

that their IS assets are vulnerable is more likely adopt IS 

security measures as a ‘protection behaviour.’ 

According to Lee et al. [32] the term ‘protection 

behaviour’ is an adaptation from PMT. Drawing from the 

expectancy-value theories and the cognitive processing 

theories, Rogers [43] developed PMT to help explain a 

fear appeal. The principal view of the PMT is that 

individuals tend to develop an intention to protect against 

an attack if he or she is susceptible to any risk. Also, the 

PMT explains how people cope with potential threats 

[42]. The theory has been widely used to explain and 

predict a variety of protective behaviours, including IS 

security threats. In a meta-analysis study, Floyd et al. [18] 

described PMT as one of the most powerful explanatory 

theories predicting individual intentions to safeguard IS 

security measures.   

Several extant researches has used PMT and found the 

assumptions very useful in predicting individuals IS 

security behaviours for both individual and organizational 

contexts [3, 33, 41]. PMT outlines the action of dealing 

with a potential threat as the result of two appraisal 

processes, namely a threat appraisal and a coping 

appraisal. Threat appraisal of PMT suggests that 

individuals will consider both perceived vulnerability and 

perceived severity of a threat, when faced with a risk. In 

the context of threat assessment, perceived vulnerability 

is the degree to which an individual believes a threat will 

occur to him or her [32].  

Perceived vulnerability concerns the susceptibility a 

person has to a threat. Individuals with higher degree of 

vulnerability are more conscious about IS security 

protection. Lee and Larsen [33] suggest that perceived 

vulnerability has significant impact on individual 

intention to adopt security tools. In general, perceived 

vulnerability of IS security threats have found to 

influence IS security adoption, behaviour [28, 41, 46, 57]. 

PMT also predicts that perceived vulnerability positively 

influences IS security threat avoidance intention. A 

number of studies suggest that an individual who 

perceived that his or her IS assets are vulnerable to an IS 

attack, they are more likely to take protective action [24, 

38, 53]. Over and above, the findings of the study by Ng 

et al. [41] determined that perceived vulnerability of IS 

threat is as an important antecedence for user computer 

security behaviour. Similarly, Chenoweth et al. [11] 

found perceived vulnerability of IS security threat has a 

positive effect on behavioural intention to adopt anti-

spyware software. A study that examines the adoption of 

IS privacy protection measures in social networking sites, 

Mohamed and Ahmad [39] demonstrated that the 

perceived vulnerability of an IS threat enabled the 

adoption of privacy measures to protect individuals’ 

information privacy. While, the majority of studies found 

perceived vulnerability of IS threat to have a positive 

influence [11, 35], some studies found a negative effect 

[31, 40]. Nevertheless, it is hypothesized that individuals 

who perceive themselves as vulnerable to IS security 

breaches will be more motivated to protect their IS assets. 

Several researches have examined the relationship 

between perceived vulnerability and IS security 

innovation adoption [54, 56]. However, the relationship 

between perceived vulnerability and IS security 

innovation adoption has yielded inconsistent results. It is 

important to address the reasons why there has been so 

much inconsistency in past studies in establishing the 

relationship. In order to corroborate the relationship and 

to clarify the mixed and inconsistent findings, this 

research attempts to investigate the practices used in the 
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research that examine perceived vulnerability of IS 

security threat on the adoption behaviour of IS security 

innovations. To this end, the study reviewed past 

literature that examine the relationship between perceived 

vulnerability and IS security adoption behaviour. This 

allows the validation of the past research processes and 

hence, clarify the inconsistencies that might exist among 

the studies. 

 

III.  RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

This paper considered the existing IS security literature 

to analyse the proceedings of the research that examine 

the influence of perceived vulnerability of an IS security 

threat on the adoption behaviour of IS security 

innovations. In particular, the analysis focused on 

investigating, the following research questions: 

 

RQ1: What are the demographics of the extant studies 

of perceived vulnerability of IS security threat on the 

adoption, behaviour of IS protective measures, including 

the year of study, sample groups, sample size, countries? 

RQ2: What are the main theories used in the existing 

studies of perceived vulnerability on the adoption 

behaviour of IS security measures? 

RQ3: Is there a difference in investigating the 

perceived vulnerability for different types of IS security 

innovations? 

RQ4: What are the results of the studies that examine 

the relationship between perceived vulnerability of threat 

and the adoption of IS protective measures? 

 

IV.  RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Finding of an individual study is not sufficient to 

generalise on a particular issue, while combining the 

findings of a number of independent studies on a subject, 

results in a better overall outcome [20]. One technique 

used to identify, analyse and interpret all available 

evidence related to a particular research question is a 

Systematic Literature Review (SLR). To meet our 

research objectives and to address the research questions, 

we carried out a SLR to analyse the past examinations of 

perceived vulnerability of IS security threat for the 

adoption behaviour of IS security innovations. The use of 

SLR procedure enabled the study to aggregate the 

findings of past studies on perceived vulnerability of IS 

security threats that influence the adoption behaviour of 

IS security protective measures to obtain an overall 

conclusion regarding the relationships. In addition, we 

used SLR to ensure that the research accurately and 

thoroughly covered the findings of past studies. Also, 

compare to other literature review approaches, SLR is a 

better choice in terms of transparency, as other 

researchers can straightforwardly replicate the findings of 

the study. 

To ensure a thorough coverage of academic articles 

related to IS security behaviour, we conducted an 

extensive literature search of IS Journals using Google 

Scholar and digital databases including Web of Science, 

IEEE Xplore, Science Direct (Elsevier), ACM Digital 

Library, Wiley Online Library, ProQuest, EBSCO, 

Springer LINK and Emerald Management Xtra. These 

sources contain ample high-quality journal articles and 

conference papers.  

To determine which of the articles were really relevant 

to the research objectives the study established, an 

inclusion and exclusion conditions. The study selection 

criteria for the SLR were: (C1) it should be an empirical 

study on IS security behaviour; (C2) the study should 

examine perceived vulnerability of IS security threat as 

one of the independent variables, and finally (C3) the 

study should examine the relationship between perceived 

vulnerability of IS threat and adoption behaviour of IS 

security innovations.  

The initial search yielded 493 citations by following 

inclusion and exclusion criterion C1. The abstracts of all 

493 were manually scanned to identify if the articles 

examine perceived vulnerability to accomplish the 

inclusion and exclusion criterion C2. A total of 139 

articles were found potentially relevant. These articles 

were further subjected to inclusion and exclusion 

criterion C3 and a total of 38 articles were found eligible 

for the SLR after meeting all three criteria. These 38 

studies examine the effect of perceived vulnerability of IS 

security threat for the adoption behaviour of IS security 

innovations. The studies used different terminology to 

depict perceived vulnerability. Considering the definition 

of the term, we considered perceived susceptibility, the 

likelihood of a threat, the certainty of a security breach, 

risk perception and probability of a security breach as 

perceived vulnerability. 

 

V.  RESULTS 

We conducted a statistical analysis using frequencies 

and percentages to combine and summarize the variables 

collected. 

A. Disribution of Studies by Year 

Table 1 shows the literature distribution by publication 

year of the studies. Data from the SLR shows that 

perceived vulnerability of IS security threat has been 

considered in the IS security adoption literature since 

2008. The academic discussion of perceived vulnerability 

on IS security adoption has mostly taken place during the 

past 10 years. 

The distribution of studies by publication year suggests 

that examining the perceived vulnerability of IS security 

threat for the adoption, behaviour of IS security 

innovation is an increasingly emerging discourse. Also, 

SLR confirms that the perceived vulnerability of IS 

security threat for the adoption, behaviour of IS security 

innovation is still an active IS tract, as there were 9 

articles published in 2017 and 7 articles so far in 2018. 

The result of this analysis provided part of the 

clarification for RQ1. 
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Table 1. Literature Distribution by Publication Year 

Year No. of Studies 

2008 2 

2009 3 

2010 4 

2011 0 

2012 5 

2013 1 

2014 3 

2015 0 

2016 4 

2017 9 

2018 7 

 

B. Distribution of Sample Groups in the Studies  

In response to RQ1, we analysed the different sample 

groups which the studies employed. Table 2 illustrates the 

different sample subjects used in examining the perceived 

vulnerability of IS security threat for the adoption of IS 

security innovations. Results suggest that the majority of 

studies conducted their studies by engaging individuals, 

adopting convenience sampling. 

Table 2. Distribution of Sample Groups used in the Studies 

Subject Groups No of Studies 

Individual 22 

Organisation 2 

Student 11 

Mixed 3 

None 0 

Table 3. Distribution of Sample Size of the Studies 

Description No. of. Studies 

Studies with sample 38 

Smallest sample size 77 

Largest sample size 1201 

Sample Size 0 - 100 1 

Sample Size 101 - 200 8 

Sample Size 201 - 300 8 

Sample Size 301 - 400 9 

Sample Size 401 - 500 3 

Sample Size 501 - 600 4 

Sample Size 601 - 700 3 

Sample Size 701 - 800 0 

Sample Size 801 - 900 0 

Sample Size 901 - 1000 1 

Sample Size > 1000 1 

C. Distribution of Sample Size in the Studies 

The SLR also analysed sample size of the reviewed 

studies to address RQ1. All 38 studies considered in the 

SLR utilised survey methodology using different sample 

groups. Overall 38 studies used 13,768 participants, with 

an average sample size of 362. As depicted in the Table 3, 

the study that used the smallest sample is 77 and the 

largest study employed 1201 participants. 

D. Distribution by Country 

As the final appraisal for RQ1, we analysed the 

distribution of different culture in the reviewed literature. 

Each of the reviewed articles considered in the SLR 

conducted their investigation in a single locality, which 

allows to account country settings. Table 4 visually 

indicates that almost 60% of the studies conducted in the 

USA and the literature represent Asia, Africa, Europe and 

North America. 

Table 4. Distribution of Country of the Studies 

Country No. of Study 

Australia 1 

Canada 2 

China 1 

Finland 2 

Hong Kong 1 

Indonesia 1 

Malaysia 1 

Netherlands 1 

Singapore 1 

South Africa 1 

South Korea 1 

Taiwan 2 

USA 23 

 

E. Theories used in the Reviewed Studies 

In response to RQ2, we analysed the theoretical 

foundation for each reviewed literature. Table 5 shows 

the different theoretical model exploited in the studies 

considered in the SLR. PMT is the most widely used 

theory to determine the relationship between perceived 

vulnerability of IS security threat and adoption behaviour 

of IS security innovations. More than three-fourth of the 

reviewed studies used PMT or PMT integrated with other 

theories. Reviewed literature suggests that the TPB and 

Technology Threat Avoidance Theory (TTAT) are 

among the other theories utilised in examining the 

perceived vulnerability for the adoption behaviour of IS 

security innovations. 
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Table 5. Different Theories used in the Studies 

Theories 
No. of 

Studies 

Protection Motivation Theory (PMT) 29 

Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) 4 

Technology Threat Avoidance Theory 

(TTAT) 
3 

Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) 2 

Decomposed Theory of Planned Behaviour 

(DTPB) 
2 

Deterrence Theory (DT) 2 

Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) 2 

Social Cognitive Theory (SCT) 1 

Health Belief Model (HBM) 1 

Rational Choice Theory (RCT) 1 

 

F. Types of Protective Measures 

According to the classification of Zmud [60] we 

defined the type of innovations as a process and product 

IS security measures. Accordingly, process IS security 

innovations involve establishing a new system, method or 

policies that changes the IS security operational processes, 

whereas product IS security innovations are new products 

introduced to enhance IS security. Different factors 

determine the adoption of process and product 

innovations and the extent to which these factors impacts 

on the adoption process [51].  

Table 6. Distribution of Studies using Different Security Innovations 

Description Process Product 

No of Studies 20 18 

Total sample size 0 0 

Sample Group 

Individual 13 9 

Organisation 2 0 

Student 5 6 

Mixed 0 3 

None 0 0 

Theories used 

Protection Motivation Theory (PMT) 15 14 

Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) 4 0 

Technology Threat Avoidance Theory 

(TTAT) 
1 2 

Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) 1 0 

Decomposed Theory of Planned 

Behaviour (DTPB) 
2 0 

Deterrence Theory (DT) 2 2 

Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) 1 1 

 

We differentiate the reviewed studies into process and 

product IS security innovations and examine some 

demographics including sample size, sample groups for 

each group of these studies. Also, we examine if there is 

any difference in the application of theories for the 

studies that examine the process and product IS security 

innovations. Table 6 highlights the variance of studies 

using both process and product IS security innovations. 

The result of this analysis would provide clarification for 

RQ3.The results showed that the average sample size 

used for process IS security innovation studies (368 

participants) and the product IS security innovation 

studies (355 participants) are evenly matched. Also, it is 

evident from the results that most of process IS security 

innovation studies utilise non-students as subjects, 

whereas, most of product IS security innovation studies 

employed both students and non-students. Both the 

process and product IS security innovation studies 

predominantly capitalised PMT as the theoretical basis in 

the investigations. 

G. Significnce 

The relationship between independent and dependent 

variables is usually evaluated in term of ‘test of 

significance’, highlighting their relationship. Aggregation 

of ‘Test of significance’ and various other ‘effect sizes’ 

such as correlation co-efficient provided by quantitative 

studies provides an overall outcome of a relationship [23]. 

Effect size when considered in terms of significance is 

frequently referred as weak, moderate or strong 

significance [20]. Hunter et al. [27] and Hameed and 

Counsell [21], however, suggested that aggregation of 

‘test of significance’ results from different studies could 

produce a misleading outcome. This is because there is 

no rule for determining the value of the correlation 

coefficient that interprets as weak, moderate or strong 

significance.  

Table 7. Aggregated test of Significance for the Studies 

Significance No. of Studies 

Insignificant  

(0.00 to ±0.09) 
4 

Weak Significance  

(0.10 to ±0.29) 
13 

Moderate Significance  

(0.30 to ±0.49) 
6 

Strong Significance  

(0.50 to ±0.69) 
4 

Very Strong Significance  

(0.70 to ±0.89) 
3 

Perfect 

(0.10 to ±1.00) 
0 

 

For this study, we extracted correlation co-efficient 

values of the relationship between the perceived 

vulnerability of IS security threats and the adoption 

behaviour of IS security innovations. By interpreting each 

of the correlation values under a single classification, we 

obtained the test of significance for the assessment. We 

adopted the correlation value referred by Hameed and 
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Counsell [20] and Hameed and Counsell [22], i.e.: a 

correlation value between 0 and ±0.09 as insignificant, 

±0.10 and ±0.29 as weak significance, ±0.30 and ±0.49 as 

moderate significance, ± 0.5 and ± 0.69 as strong 

significance, ±0.70 and ±0.89 as the very strong 

significance and ±0.9 and ±1.0 near perfect. 

Among the 38 studies considered in the SLR, 30 

studies provided correlation co-efficient for the 

relationship between the perceived vulnerability of IS 

security threats and the adoption behaviour of IS security 

innovations. According to the above classification, we 

coded the correlation co-efficient of individual studies 

and aggregated the resulting test of significance to obtain 

the overall assessment of the relationship. Table 7 

summarizes the results of an aggregated test of 

significance and illustrates answer the RQ4. 

 

VI.  DISCUSSION 

This SLR aimed to evaluate the practice involved in 

examining the influence of individual perceived 

vulnerability of IS security threat on the adoption of IS 

security innovation. The results highlighted the 

significance of examining the perceived vulnerability of 

IS security threat in the adoption behaviour of IS security 

innovation.  

The SLR results of the distribution of studies by 

publication year suggest that researchers have started 

examining the effect of the perceived vulnerability of IS 

security threat on the adoption of IS security innovations 

since 2008. With the launching of Facebook in 2004, 

online social media and social networking became a 

mainstream concept for any type of interaction with other 

people or businesses, when communication is important. 

As such, individuals and organisations put their private 

and confidential information online, offering a huge 

opportunity for cyber criminals to exploit. Social media 

emerge as a target for scams; putting individual and 

organisational data at risk. Correspondingly, IS security 

adoption studies has become increasingly attracted 

among the scholarly researchers. 

The SLR findings showed that the research on the 

relationship between the perceived vulnerability of IS 

security threats and adoption of IS security innovations 

used convenience sampling and have employed students 

and non-students. Use of student subjects for 

experimental research has been widely criticised for (1) 

having little external validity and generalisability; (2) 

whether forced to serve as participants, and (3) biased in 

age, experience, and intellectual ability [36]. However, 

the studies reviewed in the SLR provided no justification 

for their chosen subject sample nor did acknowledge any 

limitations for the use of students’ sample. Hence, studies 

that examined the effect of perceived vulnerability of IS 

security threats on adoption of IS security innovations 

take no distinction for student and non-student sample. 

The results of SLR showed that the average sample 

size of the studies are 362 participants. So, with a margin 

of error of 5% and confidence level of 95%, the average 

population size of the studies is approximately 6300. For 

an infinite population size at 5% margin of error and 95% 

confidence level, the sample size required is 385. On that 

account, the sample size used in the majority of the 

reviewed studies for the SLR deemed appropriate. It 

manifests the soundness of the selected studies for the 

SLR and the correctness of the results of the reviewed 

studies that examine the relationship between perceived 

vulnerability of IS security threats and adoption 

behaviour of IT security innovations. A study that has a 

sample size which is too small may have an unrealistic 

chance of yielding a useful information, while larger 

sample sizes have the obvious advantage more accurate 

mean values and a smaller margin of error.  

In order to identify if culture moderates, the 

relationship between perceive vulnerability of IS security 

threats and adoption of IS security innovations, we 

analysed the variance of the locality of the study settings. 

Deans et al. [15] states that culture influences usage of IS 

in different countries. The SLR represents a diverse 

culture, hence, the existing literature on the influence of 

perceived vulnerability of IS security threats for the 

adoption behaviour of IS security innovations reasonably 

represents blends of discrete cultures. 

The SLR explored the theoretical foundation exploited 

in examining the perceived vulnerability of IS security 

threats on the adoption behaviour of IS security 

innovations by the reviewed studies. The result of the 

SLR identified PMT as the principal model. PMT has 

widely been exploited to analyse the behaviours to avert 

the IS security attacks. Apart from PMT, SLR identified 

TPB and TTAT as other models utilised in examining the 

effect of the perceived vulnerability of IS security threats 

on the adoption behaviour of IS security innovations.  

The SLR showed that there was no difference in the 

investigation of perceived vulnerability of IS security 

threats for either process or product IS security 

innovations. IS literature suggests that the adoption 

behaviour of product and process innovation vary 

significantly [20] and that firms often adopt mixed modes 

of innovation, meaning that they combine product and 

process innovations.  

Finally, the SLR analysed the test of significance for 

the relationship between perceived vulnerability of IS 

security threats on the adoption, behaviour of IS security 

innovations. In terms of test of significance, just about 

96% of the studies found either weak, moderate or strong 

significance perceived vulnerability of IS security threats 

and the adoption, behaviour of IS security innovations. 

Hence, consistent with PMT, the results confirm that 

perceived vulnerability is a significant predictor of IS 

security adoption behaviour. 

 

VII.  CONCLUSIONS 

A good number of studies examines the influence of 

perceived vulnerability of IS security threat for the 

adoption behaviour of IS security innovations. This study 

aggregated 38 extant literatures that examined perceived 

vulnerability of IS security threat for the adoption 

behaviour of IS security innovations. The study 
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conducted a SLR methodology to identify, analyse and 

interpret all the existing findings on the relationship 

between perceived vulnerability and IS security 

innovation adoption behaviour. We know to our cost this 

is the first attempt a SLR procedure has been carried out 

to report on the investigation of perceived vulnerability of 

IS security threat for the adoption behaviour of IS 

security innovations. 

The SLR found that perceived vulnerability of IS 

security threat has consistently been exploited in the IS 

security innovation adoption literature during the past 10 

years. SLR also revealed that studies examining 

perceived vulnerability of IS security threat for IS 

security innovation adoption is still increasing. The 

review also found that the dominant theory that underpin 

the relationship between perceived vulnerability of IS 

security threat and adoption behaviour of IS security 

innovations is PMT. Finally, the aggregated results of the 

past studies confirmed that perceived vulnerability of IS 

security threat is a significant determinant of IS security 

innovations adoption.  

Use of SLR principles in this study was found highly 

valuable. It increased the overall knowledge regarding 

perceived vulnerability of IS security threat for IS 

security innovations adoption behaviour. In addition, the 

use of systematic literature review enabled to highlight 

methodological variations that exists when examining 

perceived vulnerability of IS security threat for IS 

security innovations adoption behaviour.  

The principle implications of this research seem to be 

that examining perceived vulnerability of IS security 

threat for IS security innovations adoption behaviour is 

still an active research theme. Studies need explore 

perceived vulnerability of IS security threat for different 

research setting and for varied IS security innovations. 

The most important theoretical implication of this study 

is that individuals need to consider the vulnerability of IS 

security threat more passionately. We suggest that 

organizations create appropriate education, training and 

security awareness programs that ensure employees 

possess up-to-date knowledge of IS security as well as 

facilitate conditions that will improve their view 

regarding the vulnerability of IS threats.  

This study has certain limitations and in interpreting 

the results of this study, its limitations need considering. 

The major limitation of this analysis was that the 

searching websites undermined the objectivity of the 

search, and relevant websites may have excluded. This 

means that a number of pertinent studies could have 

missed. Also, the search terms used for finding the 

relevant studies were only based on variable terminology 

that has been used in the literature. Therefore, our 

findings with regards to terminology used to describe 

perceived vulnerability and methods used analyse the 

relationship may not be comprehensive or wholly 

representative. Another limitation is the inadequacy of 

studies that examined the perceived vulnerability of IS 

security threats and the adoption behaviour of IS security 

innovations. The result could have been more accurate 

and better explained, if the SLR conducted with more 

studies. Despite these limitations, we feel that this work 

reflects the variation in methodology used in examining 

the perceived vulnerability of IS security threats and the 

adoption behaviour of IS security innovations. 

Furthermore, the study clearly underlines the 

demographics, methodology and reporting of the research 

that examine perceived vulnerability of IS security threats 

and the adoption behaviour of IS security innovations. 
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APPENDIX 

STUDY YEAR SAM SUB SAM SIZE COUNTRY THEORY INN COR VAL 

Aurigemma & Mattson [4] 2014 IND 239 USA PMT, DT, DTPB PRC 0.510 

Bélangera et al. [7] 2017 SDT 535 Singapore HBM PRD 0.400 

Bulgurcu et al. [8] 2010 ORG 464 Malaysia PMT, SCT,  PRC 0.419 

Burns et al. [9] 2017 IND 377 USA PMT PRC - 

Chen [10] 2017 SDT 687 USA PMT PRD 0.342 

Chenoweth et al. [11] 2009 IND 204 Canada TPB, RCT PRC 0.395 

Cho and Ip [12] 2018 IND 418 South Korea PMT PRC 0.100 

Chou and Chien [13] 2016 IND 505 Canada TPB, PMT PRC 0.320 

Crossler [14] 2010 IND 112 Taiwan PMT PRD 0.050 

Hanus and Wu [24] 2016 SDT 229 USA PMT PRD 0.888 

Herath & Rao ([26] 2009 ORG 312 Finland TRA PRC 0.243 

Herath et al. [25] 2014 SDT 134 USA PMT PRD 0.600 

Ifinedo [28] 2012 IND 124 Finland PMT PRC 0.470 

Jansen and Van Schaik ([29] 2017 MIX 1201 USA TAM, TTAT PRD -0.080 

Johnston and Warkentin [30] 2010 MIX 215 USA TTAT PRD 0.283 

Lai et al. [31] 2012 SDT 117 USA PMT PRC 0.650 

Lee et al. [32] 2008 SDT 273 USA RCT PRC -0.186 

Li et al. [34] 2017 IND 616 USA PMT PRD 0.784 

Liang and Xue [35] 2010 SDT 152 USA PMT PRC 0.260 

Luu et al. [37] 2017 IND 399 USA PMT PRD - 

Meso et al. [38] 2013 SDT 77 USA PMT PRD - 

Mohamed and Ahmad [39] 2012 SDT 340 USA PMT PRC 0.760 

Mwagwabi et al. [40]  2018 IND 194 USA PMT, DT, DTPB PRC - 

Ng et al. [41] 2009 MIX 134 Australia PMT PRC - 

Sher et al. [44] 2017 IND 310 USA PMT PRC -0.102 

Sikolia et al. [45] 2018 IND 437 USA PMT PRD 0.000 

Siponen et al. [46] 2014 IND 669 USA PMT PRD 0.140 

Sumiyana [48] 2018 IND 580 South Africa PMT PRD 0.191 

Thompson et al. [50] 2017 IND 322 USA TPB PRC 0.582 

Thompson et al. [50] 2017 IND 307 China PMT PRC 0.157 

Tsai et al. [52] 2016 IND 988 USA PMT PRC 0.070 

Tu et al. [53] 2018 IND 122 Indonesia PMT PRD - 

Vance et al. [54] 2012 IND 210 Taiwan PMT, TRA PRC 0.290 

Verkijika [55] 2018 IND 385 Hongkong TAM, TPB, TTAT PRC 0.142 

Warkentin et al. [56] 2016 SDT 253 USA PMT PRD 0.190 

Workman et al. [57] 2008 IND 588 USA PMT PRD - 

Yoon et al. [58] 2012 SDT 202 Netherlands PMT PRD - 

Zhang et al. [59] 2018 IND 337 USA DT PRD 0.265 

                
[Year - Year of study]; [SAM SUB - Sample Subject: ORG - Organisational; IND - Individual; SDT - Student; MIX - Mixed]; 

[SAM SIZE - Sample Size]; [COUNTRY - Country of study]; [THEORY - Theories used: Protection Motivation Theory - PMT; 

Theory of Planned Behaviour - TPB; Technology Threat Avoidance Theory – TTAT; Theory of Reasoned Action - TRA; 

Decomposed Theory of Planned Behaviour - DTPB; Deterrence Theory - DT; Technology Acceptance Model - TAM;  

Social Cognitive Theory - SCT]; [INN - Type of Innovation: PRC - Process; PRD - Product]; [COR VAL - Correlation Value] 
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